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Welcome 

Welcome to the fourth issue of The 
StAndard – officially our 2nd year in 
production – looks like we made it.

This time it’s personal – we’ve quizzed 
staff on everything from childhood 
ambitions and first loves to favourite 
food and local haunts - and reveal an 
insight into one of our most creative 
colleagues. 

We also give the low-down on the 
University’s latest screening – Film 
Studies – and grill those responsible for 
the town’s breakfasts.

There’s also a chance to test your 
knowledge on the local area, with a visual 
‘guess where?’ of some of the University 
and town’s features – no peeping at the 
answers now.

With graduation just around the corner, 
there’s a critical look at the splendour of 
the event - lampshades and all – if you 
don’t agree with the anonymous rant, let 
us know.   

We also explain the intricacies of 
nanotechnology and the role that our 
colleagues play in protecting British 
marine life – as well as exposing how one 
of our press officers might look in years 
to come.  Now there’s a scary thought. 

Now for the obligatory – but genuine – 
thank-you to those who have taken the 
time to phone or email us with ideas for 
this issue, and future editions.  We always 
said that The StAndard is what you make 
it and we’re delighted at the level of 
input you’re making.

We continue to invite contributions, 
suggestions and criticisms – with a call 
for graduation to be modernised and 
details of the University’s future parking 
arrangements, this edition is sure to 
spark some debate!  Direct it to The 
StAndard.

The StAndard thanks all contributors and acknowledges the use of images supplied by Alan Richardson; Pix-AR, Ian Carradice,  
the Sea Mammal Research Unit, the St Andrews Preservation Trust Museum and Tim Fitzpatrick.
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In The  
Hot Seat
(of learning)

PEOPLE

LAST GOOD BOOK -  Adam Nicolson’s The 
Power and The Glory about the making of 
the King James Bible.

FIRST RECORD BOUGHT – Difficult to 
recall exactly – I think my first LP was 
Purcell’s Come, Come Ye Sons of Art, first EP 
likely to have been either Andy Stewart 
or the Black and White Minstrels.

TOP HOLIDAY DESTINATION – I love 
Budapest because it caters to my passion 
for spas, operetta and Eastern European 
faded elegance. But, nearer home, I would 
happily settle to spend weeks and weeks 
in Argyll and its off-shore islands.

HAPPIEST CHILDHOOD MEMORY 
– Going up the road to meet my father 
as he came home from work; playing 
in the garden with my brother; staging 
elaborate Christmas plays for long-
suffering relatives on my home-made 
model theatre.

IDEAL MEAL – Dover sole with a nice crisp 
white wine in Simpson’s-on-the Strand.

MOST PRIZED POSSESSION – Does 
the family count? If not, then I suppose 
it would have to be a toss up between 
my collection of LPs and CDs of Gilbert 
and Sullivan, my shelf of John Buchan’s 
novels and the little illustrated picture of 
St Columba copying his beloved Psalms 
which my father gave to my mother on 

Ever wondered what your colleague’s 
childhood ambition was or what their 
prized possession is? In this new 
regular feature, The StAndard delves 
into the personal lives and loves of 
our own staff.

their engagement and now sits above 
me in the office as I type this.

CHILDHOOD AMBITION – To be BBC 
commentator at major national events 
and Liberal Prime Minister (not at the 
same time).

FAVOURITE LOCAL HAUNT – The beach 
at Kingsbarns. 

FIRST LOVE – Gilbert and Sullivan, of 
course. I first discovered them at the age 
of 11 and have been madly, passionately 
in love with them ever since.

ALL-TIME FAVOURITE FILM – I’m not 
a huge film-fan or film-goer – naturally 
I loved Topsy-Turvy but Brief Encounter  
and the original version of The Thirty Nine 
Steps would be high on the list.

CURRENTLY PLAYING ON STEREO 
– Nothing. Rather surprisingly, I seldom if 

ever listen to music while I am working 
and my computer at work has no 
speakers. But I am singing along in my 
head to Carefully on tiptoe stealing from 
HMS Pinafore.

THE PERFECT WEEKEND – Friday evening 
working on an article or book and then 
enjoying a sing song and general carousal 
with the wonderful student members of 
the University Gilbert and Sullivan society 
until the small hours (my record is 4am). 
Saturday morning a lie-in devouring The 
Guardian, then mooching around town 
with at least one member of the family 
with either a walk along the beach or 
brisk game of tennis in the afternoon. 
Saturday evening – a meal involving fish 
followed by a visit to a concert or musical 
performance. Sunday morning – taking 
two services, preferably in a village and a 
town church, back for a roast beef lunch 
and then an afternoon of gentle exercise 
and dozing on the sofa with The Sunday 
Telegraph. Sunday evening spent in the 
wonderful company of the BBC – Songs of 
Praise followed by a switch to Radio 2 for 
Melodies for You, Sunday Half Hour with 
the mellifluous Roger Royle and then Your 
Hundred Best Tunes (sadly no longer with 
the late, great Alan Keith). In other words, 
pretty much what most of my weekends 
are like! I am easily satisfied (though my 
wife would dispute that).

NAME: Ian Bradley
POSITION: Reader in 
Practical Theology and 
Church History in the School 
of Divinity and honorary 
Church of Scotland chaplain 
to the University

Ian Bradley with one of his most prized possessions
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PEOPLE

In The  
Hot Seat
(of learning)

NAME: Margaret Minick
POSITION: Registry 
Officer, Student Academic 
Administration Office

LAST GOOD BOOK – The Fiery Cross by Diana 
Gabaldon.

FIRST RECORD BOUGHT – First Single 
bought was Ha ha said the Clown by Manfred 
Mann, first Album was All Summer Long  by The 
Beach Boys.

TOP HOLIDAY DESTINATION - Northern 
Spain, specifically Santillianna del Mar, it’s just 
perfect.

HAPPIEST CHILDHOOD MEMORY 
– Meeting two of the three astronauts 
of Apollo 12.  One of the astronauts had 
measles I think. (Photo to prove it, too).

IDEAL MEAL – Anything from The Cellar 
with a good bottle of Chablis.

MOST PRIZED POSSESSION – My yellow 
Mini One, given to me by my husband for 

my 40th.  It was tied up with a huge red 
ribbon outside our house. 

CHILDHOOD AMBITION - To be in the 
audience of Top of the Pops! (not one of 
Pan’s People, just in the crowd).

FAVOURITE LOCAL HAUNT -  Elie Beach, any 
time of the year with husband Stuart, daughter 
Alice and Millie, our four year old Basset.

FIRST LOVE –  Soft as it may sound, my 
husband is my first and only love.  Met at 16 
on holiday, dated for six years with an 82-mile 
distance between us, married for 20 years.

ALL-TIME FAVOURITE FILM - Gone with the 
Wind.  I never tire of it and still cry at the end! 

CURRENTLY PLAYING ON STEREO - 
Compilation Album – Relax and Escape by 
Classic FM.

THE PERFECT WEEKEND – A girls weekend 
at Stobo Castle. Total decadence!

Margaret with her prized yellow mini

NAME: Andrew Collier 
Cameron
POSITION: Professor of 
Astronomy, School of 
Physics and Astronomy

LAST GOOD BOOK – A Short History of 
Nearly Everything – Bill Bryson.

FIRST RECORD BOUGHT – The Rise and 
Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from 
Mars – David Bowie.

TOP HOLIDAY DESTINATION – 
Collingwood, New Zealand.

HAPPIEST CHILDHOOD MEMORY – 
Chasing paddle crabs, seal-spotting and 
swimming in rock pools in sea caves on 
Wharariki Beach.

IDEAL MEAL – A restaurant a stone’s 
throw from the edge of the sea. 
Starter: Lightly-seared scallops with 
ginger and garlic.

Main: Haddock fillets sauted in light 
oatmeal coating (if I can be bothered 
with a main course after the scallops).
Washed down with: A bottle of Oyster 
Bay Sauvignon Blanc.

MOST PRIZED POSSESSION – My folders 
of photographic negatives.

CHILDHOOD AMBITION – To see the 
Earth from space.

FAVOURITE LOCAL HAUNT – The beach 
at Kingsbarns.

FIRST LOVE – Painting my favourite 
haunts in oils, later watercolours.

ALL-TIME FAVOURITE FILM – Local Hero.

CURRENTLY PLAYING ON STEREO – Is 
There Anybody Out There? The Wall Live 
1980-81 – Pink Floyd.

THE PERFECT WEEKEND – A hot 
weekend on the West coast of Scotland. 
Or northwest Nelson. Either way, throw 

kids in back of car, find a good deep, 
clear river swimming hole inland. Spend 
the day chilling out and eating anything 
that’ll go on a portable barbecue. Next 
day repeat the experience at a suitably 
spectacular and isolated beach.

If you would like to see any of your 
colleagues put in the hot seat, email 
your suggestion to magazine@st-
andrews.ac.uk 

Andrew dips his toes into a rockpool on a 
recent trip to New Zealand
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Stewart Davidson
Security Manager

By Claire Grainger
Press Officer

It’s not often that our ancient 
University is described as a “multi-
million pound business” but, to 
Stewart Davidson, Security Manager, 
that’s exactly what we are.

“The University has a clear responsibility 
to protect its people, property and 
investments and they would be 
threatened if we failed to address the 
issue of security”, he said.

Stewart took up the post in May 2004, 
having previously spent 33 years 
with Tayside Police, latterly as Chief 
Superintendent. 

Stewart said, “Security has a higher 
place on universities’ agendas than 
ever before and St Andrews had the 
foresight to recognise that it needed 
professional expertise to advise and 
coordinate its security policies and 
procedures. We’re sitting on a big 
investment and that faces massive 
disruption if we sit back and do 
nothing”.

So what’s a typical day for Stewart?

Usually, it starts with a review of the 
previous 24 hours’ incidents, including 
those reported by the University’s 

A Day In  
The Life

out-of-hours security team who work 
through the night, from 7pm until 
7am.

Stewart explained, “Overnight incidents 
could range from people discovered 
innocently working inside buildings 
late at night to windows being left open 
or doors unlocked. I spend a fair chunk 
of the next day following these up 
and ensuring that the University takes 
step to deal with them, preventing any 
consequences that could arise”.

Throughout the day, Stewart is also the 
University’s point of contact for thefts 
and any other external disturbances, 
threatening correspondence or 
harassment.

He works closely with Fife Police - in 
particular, University Liaison Officer PC 
Ruth Goldie – and University Fire Safety 
Officer Ron Adams.  The University 
is also a member of the Association 
of University Chief Security Officers 
(AUCSO).
 

 Stewart Davidson
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At present, staff are encouraged to 
report any incidents through the 
University’s incident reporting system, 
which is accessed via the Estates 
website at www.st-andrews.ac.uk/
estates.  The site also contains advice 
and information on personal safety 
and security.

But Stewart is calling on staff to make 
more use of the system and is actively 
seeking suggestions on how it could 
be improved, perhaps listing more 
specific examples of what constitutes 
an ‘incident’.

“Just as in policing, our security 
strategy needs to be intelligence-led 
so, the more information I have about 
the types and frequency of incidents 
affecting the University and its staff, 
the easier it becomes to identify and 
address the risks.  That can involve 
heightening people’s awareness of 
common sense security and personal 
safety measures such as keeping 
valuable personal items locked away, as 
well as using technological resources 
including CCTV to protect our buildings 
and open areas”, he said.

Stewart’s typical day also includes the 
‘bigger picture’ of raising awareness of 
security.

He said, “The University can’t protect 
its people and assets unless staff and 
students are made more aware of 
security. It has to be a joint effort, and 
a joint responsibility. To help spread 
the word, I’m rolling out a programme 
of staff and student awareness. I’m 
currently working with managers in 
all halls of residence – not only to deal 
with specific problems as they arise 
- but also to coordinate a training 

programme for wardens on keeping 
their halls a safe place to live.

“And, prior to events like Raisin 
Weekend, I visit the students to remind 
them not only to have fun, but to use 
their common sense when it comes to 
controlling access to buildings. Simple 
things like closing the front door behind 
them could prevent undesirables 
entering the hall, protecting themselves 
and their peers. Most of us wouldn’t 
dream of leaving home in the morning 
leaving windows and doors unlocked, so 
why do it here? I want to raise the profile 
of security so that it is seen as just as 
important as health and safety”.

However, Stewart is keen to ensure 
that, as a university, we strike a balance 
between accessibility and security.

“I don’t want to turn the place into 
a fortress anymore than anyone else 
does. Universities are unique in that 
they require to be accessible to a wide 
range of users and we don’t want to 
change that, but the people, property 
and equipment within them must also 
be secure.”

Immediately prior to arriving at St 
Andrews and after retiring from the 
police service, Stewart was a security 
and loss prevention manager with Tesco 
and, prior to that, security manager at 
the University of Dundee.

On the move from Dundee to St Andrews, 
he said, “The challenges are different, 
but also similar. St Andrews enjoys a 
peaceful environment but is affected 
by the same issues as any larger town 
or city. The only way of reducing crime 
is to reduce the opportunities, and the 
University and town must work together 
to ensure that all bases are covered”.

Staff – or students – wishing to raise 
general security concerns should contact 
Stewart Davidson on telephone (01334) 
463967 or 07931 961432 or via email 
sgd1@st-andrews.ac.uk, or through the 
University Estates Office.

And the final word from Stewart? 
– “Regardless of my presence at 
the University, an emergency is an 
emergency and no-one should ever 
hesitate to call 999”.
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Our Creative Colleagues
By Gayle Cook
Press Officer

If you ever assumed that your colleagues 
went home after a day’s work and sat in 
front of the box all night, think again – The 
StAndard has peeked through the keyholes 
of our own staff and uncovered members of 
the University who spend their spare time 
in the most interesting and creative way.  In 
those precious hours after work and during 
weekends, our colleagues can be found 
carefully honing their hidden talents.  The 
results are impressive to say the least.

By day Barbara Fleming is the postgraduate 
secretary within the School of Modern 
Languages, which she joined in 1999.  She 
spends her days organising school conferences 
and seminars, making arrangements for visitors 
and dealing with postgraduate students and 
– as a special duty – she edits the impressive 
School newsletter, for which she also writes the 
horoscope and occasional piece.  

You might think she would spend her 
evenings taking a break from it all, but instead 
she switches focus and immerses herself in the 
world of design.  Whether she whips out her 
knitting needles and fine yarns or her veritable 
collection of semi-precious stones, Barbara 
generally spends her spare time working on 
her crafty hobby.  Barbara designs and makes 
an impressive collection of jewellery and 
knitwear, which she has successfully sold for the 
past 6 years.  Surrounded by an eclectic mix of 
exotic beads and stones and tactile wools and 
silks, Barbara spends her out of office hours in 
the most creative way possible.

“I’ve always loved making things,” she said, 
“even when I was at school, I would be inspired 

Barbara with her creations

by something I saw on someone else and I 
would think ‘I could make that’.    In the sixties, 
when cloche hats were all the rage, I made 
them for all my friends to wear.”

Barbara didn’t follow up her artistic leanings 
after school and instead joined the Civil Service 
aged 20.  But even during her 12 year career 
working for the Benefits Office, the creative 
juices kept flowing and soon Barbara’s two 
children were kitted out in knitwear of her own 
design.  Though inspired by other designers, 
Barbara has her own distinct style and believes 
in the importance of individuality, and began 
by making her own personal touches to 
standard designs.  Now she mostly works on a 
trial and error basis until she comes to a design 
she is happy with – she never sits down and 
designs a piece on paper; she gets to work 
right away on the practical side.

The StAndard was lucky to view some of 
Barbara’s recent work and even a small 
selection was a feast for the eyes. Elaborate 
necklaces and beautiful bracelets in stunning 
semi-precious stones with exotic names 
such as green aventurine and oh-so-soft 
little woollen collars made from the best 
silky yarns are a real treat for a girl’s girl.  And 
it doesn’t stop at colourful jewellery and 
deliciously tactile scarves – Barbara also makes 
beautifully distinctive gift cards and elaborate 
hat pins, and has recently turned her hand to 
making decorative felt bags – felting being a 
newly discovered skill for Barbara; indeed the 

collection spilled not out of a Tesco’s carrier 
bag, but a freshly hand-made basket.
With her designs bearing the name Cushy 
Number, Barbara believes in using natural 
materials of the highest quality, though her 
designs are reasonably priced.  She imports 
a glittering array of loose beads and semi-
precious stones from all over the world and 
marries them with some vintage finds to 
ensure that each piece she makes is unique. 
Working in the School of Modern Languages, 
Barbara has sourced some distinctive material 
through far-flung colleagues and many of her 
more unusual beads are sourced from Africa, 
India and China.  For her main jewellery range, 
Barbara’s favoured material is fresh water pearls, 
but she also loves working with semi precious 
stones such as carnelian, amethyst, jaspers 
and agates as well as unusual glass beads.  A 
second, more simple range, is ethnic in style 
using chunky woods, horn, bone and metal 
beads – a tribal African look, which was one of 
the first styles she experimented with. 

In her woollen work, she uses only high quality 
yarns of pure wool, mohair or silk to make 
scarves and cushions. If she hasn’t found what 
she is looking for, she will spin her own and in the  
past Barbara has spun wool from her sister’s 
sheep!  

Finally, Barbara’s range of delicate and totally 
unique hand-made cards are made by 
embellishing hand-made paper with wool, 
dried flowers and seeds. Occasionally Barbara 
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On Sunday 8 May, Staff Development 
is organising a Coastal walk from Crail 
to St Andrewsto raise money for Mercy 
Corps Scotland, a charity focused on 
providing a long-term commitment 
to Tsunami-stricken areas. The walk is 
approximately 11 miles long, although 
there is a joining point at Kingsbarns, 
six miles from St Andrews, if you 
prefer.

Interested staff (and their friends and 
families!) should contact Catriona 
Wilson in Staff Development (email  
cmw9@st-andrews.ac.uk) for a  
registration pack.

The pack contains details on how to make 
a donation or raise sponsors, a timetable 
for the day and joining instructions. The 
walkers will meet at 1pm in Crail (and 
approx 3pm if joining at Kingbarns), aiming 
to arrive in St Andrews around 5pm.

The walk is a pre-cursor to the Staff 
Development Day on Monday 9 May (see 
page 30). The theme for this year is ‘Cultural 
Diversity’ and aims to celebrate the 
richness and diversity of global cultures. 
The coastal walk aims to raise money for 
Mercy Corps Scotland, part of the Make 

Staff Dig Deep  
For Charity

Alex with charitable staff!

Poverty History coalition, for cultures and 
countries devastated by the Boxing Day 
Tsunami and affected by poverty.

Meanwhile, University staff have raised 
over £200 to help improve the lives of 
children undergoing cancer treatment in 
hospital.

Alex McQuade from the mailroom 
organised the tombola and raffle event 
in the library foyer which raised funds 
for the Tayside Children with Cancer and 
Leukaemia (TCCL) garden appeal.  

TCCL is a small parent group which 
supports families affected by childhood 
cancers.

The landscaped garden, to be created 
outside Ninewells Hospital’s oncology 
department, will help make the children’s 
stay in hospital more relaxed, including 
Alex’s grandson, Scott McAndless, who 
attends hospital every month for his 
condition.   It will include safe play areas 
with swings, a playhouse, seating areas and 
a garden of remembrance. 

Are you organising a fundraising 
event? If so, please let us know – email 
magazine@st-andrews.ac.uk

will make decorative paper herself from silk 
cocoons.
Barbara’s talents have not gone unnoticed by 
colleagues and items have been sold in recent 
years mostly by word of mouth – more often 
than not, something a colleague has admired 
on Barbara’s lapel has been made by her!  
Having a young daughter has helped – 21 year 
old Hannah, a final year student at St Andrews, 
often provides her youthful knowledge of 
fashion and enjoys modelling the designs 
– getting the pieces back is more difficult but 
proof that Barbara’s designs can be enjoyed by 
all ages.  And it’s not only the female members 
of the family who take an interest – husband 
Jim, an art teacher, always provides artistic 
advice and even 18 year old son Robbie has 
been known to pass his critique on mum’s 
designs!

Impressively, Barbara can whip up a little 
something to accessorise an outfit at a minute’s 
notice.  The morning of last year’s office 
Christmas lunch, Barbara felt her black outfit 
was lacking a certain je ne sais quoi – so, while 
most of us would be rushing our breakfast 
down, Barbara sat down and made herself a 
little adornment to jazz things up!

Though incredibly modest about her creative 
skills and the impressive collection she has 
developed, Barbara has displayed and sold 
her crafts at the Pittenweem Arts Festival and 
had a little sale for colleagues at St Mary’s 
College late last year.  After a successful show 
at Glasgow’s Collins Gallery, Barbara’s next 
ambition is to show her work at more galleries 
of that stature.

At time of going to print, Barbara was delighted 
to hear that Di Gilpin, the knitwear designer in 
South Street has agreed to take some of her 
work.

Though she clearly loves the creative aspect of 
her work, Barbara gets a real buzz from seeing 
the finished product on other people:

“I love it when someone puts something I’ve 
made on – it really brings it to life and I get a 
real sense of satisfaction seeing something 
really work.”

Barbara’s designs are clearly a reflection of 
herself – she loves colour and textures – and 
the old adage that ‘you can never have too 
many accessories’ couldn’t be more true for 
Barbara – she firmly believes that ‘you can 
never have too many pretty things to brighten 
up an outfit’.

Items from Barbara’s collection range 
from £5 to £65 – anyone interested 
should contact her on (01334) 463656 or  
bf@st-andrews.ac.uk
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By Annie Kelly
Press Officer, StAnza

Spring in St Andrews is synonymous 
with StAnza, Scotland’s celebrated 
poetry festival, which attracts poetry 
lovers from all over the country and 
beyond. Since its inception in 1998, the 
festival has attracted more and more 
major talent, and has become steadily 
more international in outlook. The guest 
list for this year’s festival (17-20 March) 
is the most prestigious yet: proof that 
the town deserves to be called the 
Poetry Capital of Scotland. Among more 
than 50 names guaranteed to delight 
audiences this year are Roger McGough, 
Michael Morpurgo, Douglas Dunn and a 
glittering array of talent from the USA – 
including literary superstars Mark Doty, 
Thomas Lynch, Sharon Olds and Jane 
Hirshfield. There are also four major 
book launches, a bigger range than ever 
of children’s events, inspiring master 
classes, music, talks and art exhibitions. 

The town’s poetic reputation has also 
been enhanced by the presence of 
top ranking poets and writers at the 
University of St Andrews. This year, 
Douglas Dunn, Scotland’s most eminent 
poet and Director of the Creative 
Writing programme at the School of 
English, will be reading from his most 
recent collection. Award-winning poet 
John Burnside, also of the School of 
English, will join Richard Holloway, 
writer, broadcaster and former Bishop of 
Edinburgh, in a discussion of poetry and 
spirituality. The University has shown 
its support of StAnza in other ways: as 
part of StAnza’s series of sessions with 
international poets, the University’s 
Spanish Department is supporting a 
reading by Catalan poet Joan Margarit 
and Mexican poet Pedro Serrano. 
Margarit, along with the Spanish 
Department’s Javier Letran, will be 
hosting the UK launch of 4 Estaciones, 
the latest works from this ground-
breaking publishing house, based in 

Lucena, Córdoba, which specialises in 
Spanish, Catalan and Latin American 
poets. 

This year’s themes, Body and Soul 
and Stateside Poets, combine a 
strong international outlook with an 
exploration of life, love and mortality 
– with plenty of poetic verve, wit and 
wordplay. Expect verbal fireworks and 
lively performances from StAnza’s 
roster of poets from America. Thomas 
Lynch has been a funeral director 
for many years in his hometown in 
Michigan, and he writes about love 
and grief in a way that is “forceful, 
authentic, full of ethical and aesthetic 
clarity” (New York Times). Sharon Old’s 
raw and startling confessional poetry 
about love, sexuality, motherhood 

and family ties, has been described by 
Michael Ondaatje as “fire in the hand”. 
Mark Doty, the only US poet to win the  
TS Eliot award, is reckoned to be “the 
finest American poet since Robert 
Lowell” (New Statesman). Jane Hirshfield 
hails from the West Coast and her 
Buddhism greatly informs her work. 
Her poetry shows how “radiance dwells 
in the ordinary.” Her first UK collection, 
Each Happiness, Ringed by Lions will be 
launched at the festival in partnership 
with Ottakar’s new bookshop in St 
Andrews.  

Crowds will without doubt flock to hear 
Roger McGough, Liverpool poet and the 
presenter of BBC Radio 4’s Poetry Please. 
His humorous, perceptive observations 
of everyday life are guaranteed to have 

Lyrical Talents

Richard Holloway
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everyone smiling. The substantial line 
up of Scottish based talent includes 
Edinburgh’s Poet Laureate, Stewart 
Conn, who will be launching his new 
collection, suitably called Ghosts at 
Cockcrow. Also appearing is Colette 
Bryce, Writer-in-Residence at the 
University of Dundee, reading from her 
TS Eliot Prize shortlisted collection, The 
Full Indian Rope Trick, which has been 
praised for its “exhilarating, colloquial 
energy.” (The Guardian)  

From south of the border comes Michael 
Symmons Roberts, this year’s winner 
of the Whitbread Award for Poetry. He 
studied Philosophy and Theology at 
Oxford and has been described as “a 
religious poet for a secular age.” Listen 
out for his witty version of John Donne’s 
The Sunne Rising in which metaphysics 
meet the newly mapped genome. Also 
reading at StAnza is David Constantine, 
widely known both as a poet and 
as a translator of Hölderlin – he is 
currently translating Goethe’s Faust 
for Penguin Classics. His poetic voice 
brings a Gravesian dignity to urgent 
contemporary themes.

This year’s StAnza Lecture will be given 
by the leading poetry publisher and 
anthologist, Neil Astley, whose best-
selling anthology, Staying Alive, and its 
follow-up, Being Alive have been hugely 

– if controversially – instrumental in 
converting new readers to contemporary 
poetry. Astley will speak his mind about 
the current state of poetry publishing, 
doubtless challenging many received 
notions, under the intriguing title of Bile, 
Guile and Dangerous to Poetry.       

The best readers of all to encourage are 
children and StAnza this year has no 
less than seven children’s events, spread 
over three days – almost twice as many 
as in 2004 and a huge leap forward from 
the single day of events held in 2003. 
This expansion is proof of the great 
enthusiasm children have for poetry 
and a tribute to the power and talent 
to be found in today’s literature for 
children. Michael Morpurgo, is bound 
to delight audiences in a joint reading 
with Roger McGough. Morpurgo is the 
UK’s Children’s Laureate and has written 
over 100 books, including the recent, 
much-acclaimed novels Private Peaceful 
and War Horse. He has won many 
prizes, among them the Whitbread 
Children’s Book Award and the Smarties 
Prize. Morpugo will also be appearing 

Michael Symmons Roberts

at StAnza’s first ever children’s book 
launch. He and co-editor Jane Feaver 
will be reading from Cock Crow, their 
latest anthology of poetry for children 
and a follow up to the hugely popular 
Because a Fire Was in my Head.    

StAnza 2005 looks set to be the biggest 
and brightest ever. Festival Director 
Brian Johnstone said, “With StAnza ’04 
being our most successful yet, we have 
a hard act to follow. We are confident, 
though, that the exciting and frankly 
diverse group of participants we have in 
store for 2005 – together with the major 
American names we have tempted 
across the Atlantic – will bring the 
poetry crowds flocking once again to  
St Andrews.”

The festival runs from 17-20 March 
at venues in St Andrews. Tickets are 
available from the Stanza Box Office  
at the Byre Theatre, (01334) 475000. 
Programmes are available at the Byre 
or post-free on (01592) 414714. Or visit 
StAnza’s newly redesigned website  
www.stanzapoetry.org

Jane Hirshfield

This year’s StAnza brings a host of 
world-class poets to St Andrews  
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By P. Tato-Scone

It’s going to get very busy here 
as the University gears up for 
the next Research Assessment 
Exercise (RAE) in 2008. So, what 
better way to start your day 
than a breakfast in town before 
heading to the office?

In the last issue of The StAndard, my 
colleague Miss S Presso whizzed round 
seven take-away coffee places. Being a 
bloke, I can’t cope with more than four 
things at once so I decided to settle on 
three very different venues for a more 
leisurely start to the day - McGregors, 
the new Beanscene and our very own 
café@gateway. So, who had their eggs 
sunny side up?

McGregors (2 eggs out of 6)

My first breakfast was a traditional Big St 
Andrews Breakfast, “all local produce”, in 
the combined gift shop and café in Market 
Street. A fairly predictable plate of lorne 
sausage, black pudding, bacon, potato 
scone, egg, mushroom and tomato with 
toast and a pot of tea – a real cholesterol 
challenge for £6.50 although, when I 
ordered, I was told that they couldn’t do 
my poached egg ‘soft’?!

McGregors has some good points, well at 
least one – a readily available supply of 
newspapers. Handy, as I had to wait 10 
minutes for my breakfast to arrive. The 
atmosphere, even at 8.25am, was fairly 
subdued. Even the Nat King Cole greatest 
hits muzac seemed a bit lifeless that day. 
The food was served by a chef of very few 
words. It looked cremated (the breakfast, 
that is) and tasted rather bland. As I ate 
carefully, I couldn’t help noticing the racks 
of birthday cards and displays of scented 
candles. Sorry, but breakfast in a gift shop 
doesn’t seem to work for me. 

Beanscene (5 eggs out of 6)

Second up was the trendy new coffee 
and music place, Beanscene, on Bell 
Street. I opted for a change of fare, a 
‘wicked’ (medium) latte and toasted hot 
waffle with maple syrup. Could have had 
cream, but decided to give my waistline 
a breather after the last breakfast! Latte 
and waffle for £4.15 may sound a little 
more expensive than, say, Costa, but the 
taste is much smoother.

Beanscene has funky music playing over 
the sound system. It’s a great place to 
chill out or wake up and it’s open from 
7.30am. Other selling points include 
wireless internet access and late opening 
till 11pm, seven days a week. Live music in 
the evenings also started up last month 
with the promise of weekly acoustic 
gigs. Beanscene is going to become very 
popular, so enjoy it while it’s not too 
crowded!

café@gateway  
(4 eggs out of 6)

Final breakfast venue was the 
café@Gateway, a fresh and light venue 
for breakfast after 9am. It has a bright, 
clean and happy feel about the place. 
Service was excellent, really cheery and 
most helpful in offering to bring my order 
across to the soft seats by the newspaper 
rack. Best value of the three, as staff 
discount brings a latte and bacon roll 
down to a very reasonable £2.84. Coffee 
tasted good, nearly to the high standard 
of Beanscene. Strikes me as a good venue 
to have informal meetings with other 
staff or even suppliers. Do visit it soon if 
you haven’t already!

So, the final (in)digest(ion)?

Beanscene sneaks in there, just ahead of 
café@gateway. It may not be subsidised, 
but the coffee, snacks, music and lively 
ambience create a compelling breakfast 
blend. Want to wake up and smell the 
coffee? Got to be Beanscene…

This review is anonymous and does 
not necessarily reflect the opinions 
of The StAndard editorial board or  
the University.

RAEs And Shine!
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It wasn’t always cappuccinos, 
lager, wraps and paninis 
you know … food and drink 
in St Andrews has changed 
dramatically over the years.

Whether you work, study or live here, 
changes to what’s on offer - and from 
which businesses - will be highlighted at 
a student exhibition opening this month.    
 
Organised by 10 postgraduates students 
on the Museum and Gallery Studies 
course, A Taste of St Andrews will explore 
culinary change and continuity – from 
family-run butchers, bakers and ice-
cream sellers to massive supermarkets, 
pubs and fish and chip shops.   
 
For example, did you know that, in 1894, 
St Andrews had 23 dairies but, by 1975, 

A Taste of St Andrews

Thompson’s coffee shop,  
Market Street,  

opposite Buchanan Building 
– 1951-1952

there were only two?   While, in 1909, 
the town supported seven butchers, but 
today there is only one – in comparison 
to over 30 cafes and restaurants.

The changing student diet will also be 
represented and the exhibition aims 
to show how the changing shopping 
and socialising habits of both locals 
and students has been reflected in the 
businesses trading here over the last 
century.

Items to be displayed from the late 
19th century to the present day include 
lemonade and ginger beer bottles from 
Wilson’s of St Andrews and a Tunnock’s 
caramel wafer wrapper inscribed by 
poet Ted Hughes for the University’s 
Tunnock’s Caramel Wafer Appreciation 
Society.  A teaset from the Grand Hotel, 
now Hamilton Hall, will also be displayed 

together with a set of University silver 
spoons which were traditionally gifted 
to new students at matriculation and 
date from the early 18th to the early 
19th century. They were used to eat all 
meals served in halls (which perhaps said 
something about the consistency of the 
food!)

Researching, organising, promoting 
and running a successful exhibition is 
a key part of the Museum and Gallery 
Studies course, teaching students about 
designing  a successful, educational and 
fun exhibition, teamwork and event 
promotion. 

The exhibition – which is free of charge 
–  will take place at the St Andrews 
Museum, Kinburn Park, St Andrews 
and will run from 19 March until 8 May 
2005.  It will coincide with a programme 
of events for young and old, including 
children’s workshops, talks and cooking 
demonstrations.

More information is available by 
telephoning the museum directly on 
(01334) 412690. 

R Pratt, Butcher and Poulterer,  
66 Market Street, circa 1890s.  From 1926,  
this became “Robert Alexander, Butchers”
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Another new feature takes a closer look at some 
of the town and gown’s most distinctive features 
– can you guess what it is yet?  Answers on p37

Guess Where?

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9
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Students Launch Radio Station

St Andrews students have road 
tested their very first student 
radio station.

Following their recent two-week 
trial period, students hope to 
extend the Star FM licence until 
the launch of a permanent student 
station, broadcasting across St 
Andrews, seven days a week.
The trial period saw students 
broadcasting music and chat from 
the Students’ Union - six hours a 
day, on 87.7 FM. 

It’s hoped that the station will 
feature local, national and 
mainstream music as well as 

Going Live!

comedy, poetry, historical and 
religious programming - all written, 
produced and recorded by St 
Andrews students.
The students behind the venture, 
Sandy Walker and Steve Pidcock, 
are convinced that a student radio 
station will be a valuable asset 
to the student population, and 
the University - “This station will 
provide a great opportunity for 
anyone who’s ever wanted to get 

behind a mike and try their hand at 
broadcasting, as well as offering a 
great deal of entertainment to the 
students who will listen to it”. 

The radio station will be funded 
by the University, the Students’ 
Association, the Rector’s Charitable 
Fund and advertising revenue.

For further information - 
www.standrewsradio.co.uk

UniverCity is a new board game based 
on life in St Andrews in which two to 
six players must use a wide variety of 
skills to compete to become Chancellor 
or Rector of the University.

The brainchild of former classics student 
and ambassador Ben Crane, UniverCity 
offers players a nostalgia-filled tour 
of familiar St Andrews landmarks 
and institutions in a race to land the 
University’s top jobs. 

The game doffs its cap to established 
titles such as Monopoly and Risk, but is 
otherwise utterly original and draws on 
Crane’s experiences as an undergraduate 
when he regularly hosted games 
evenings for friends.

“I developed the game as a tribute to my 
university,” said Ben. 

“I hope it will be enjoyed by former 
students and staff as a way of 
remembering their experiences in St 
Andrews – and for people who are not 
students I hope it offers a way of getting 

‘Univercity’
to know the University 
and the town.”

Univercity was officially 
launched on 1 March 
2005 and retails at 
£24.50. Ben has 200 
limited edition signed 
copies available via 
his website www.
univercity-game.com/
or by e-mail to Ben.
Crane@gmx.de 

Staff Development 
take note – Univercity 
promises to develop 
key skills including 
“risk-taking, boldness, 
persuasion, diplomacy 
and coping with 
unexpected setbacks 
and frustrations.”

Doesn’t guarantee 
to help your career 
- but may be useful 
parking the car…
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Graduation –  
Time for a Re-think?

Is it time to modernise the 
degree ceremony? 

The degree ceremonies at St Andrews are 
among the highlights of the academic 
year, and provide a showcase for the 
University to the friends and families of 
the new graduates and to the great and 
the good who receive honorary degrees. 
St Andrews executes these ceremonies 
well, but could they be even better? 

The spectacle benefits from the ambience 
of Younger Hall - somehow cosy despite 
the Doric-cum-Stalin exterior. Colour 
is guaranteed with the cosmopolitan 
collection of robes including, at the 
last ceremony, someone sporting what 
appeared to be an orange lampshade on 
his head. The procession of the spectacular 
collection of mediaeval maces carried by 
the red-piped porters adds a tangible 
sense of history and a connection with 
the University’s earliest origins. All of this 
is splendid, but there a few things that I 
believe could improve the ceremony.

First, dispense with the Latin. Whilst the 
use of Latin might be thought to give 
a certain imprimatur to the ceremony 
and gravitas to the proceedings, it 
appears anachronistic, particularly when 
explanations and translations need to be 
given prior to its faltering use. Why not a 
bit of Gaelic to make the ceremony more 
Scottish? Iain Banks recently noted that 
St Andrews on Graduation Day was the 
least Scottish thing he could think of!

Second, dispense with the Gaudeamus 
Igitur. More Latin, and with lyrics that 
McGonagall would be ashamed of. Hardly 
any of our guests sing this obscure 
song of dubious origins as they are, 
quite rightly, focused on the colourful 

procession. If it is felt that we cannot 
dispense with this tradition, then get the 
choir to sing it, but would it not be better 
to have the choir sing some Scottish folk 
songs instead? The choir and organist do 
a sterling job, but why not add the odd 
piper or fiddler?

Third, allow the honorary graduates the 
opportunity to reply. I have seen this work 
well in other places: interesting people 
often have interesting things to say. 

St Andrews does not need the Latin and 
the Gaudeamus pretensions to underline 
its history. The mediaeval maces do 
that far more eloquently. I believe such 

changes would open up the ceremony, 
involve the honorary graduates and 
better reflect the University of St Andrews 
as a progressive Scottish institution. 

The Red Lion is an anonymous 
viewpoint from a member  
of the University community 
– if you would like to contribute  
to a future RL, email: magazine@st-
andrews.ac.uk



OPINION 

In January last year, Tari and I were in 
Bali on our annual visit to her native 
Indonesia when, in the middle of 
the night, we were awakened by the 
violent shaking of the entire beachside 
villa we were staying in.  This went on 
for about half a minute and was very 
frightening. When it was over I went 
outside to our terrace to make sure 
waves could still be seen breaking on 
the beach.  Had they not been visible, 
this would have been a sign that the 
sea had receded dramatically and 
that, in its violent return, we would 
most likely die. We were lucky not to 
have been closer to the epicentre of 
an earthquake that turned out to have 
been fairly substantial. Many were 
killed but, in our immediate vicinity, 
the damage was minimal.

On 26 December 2004, of course, events 
for parts of Indonesia were very different.  
Tari and I were on Sulawesi, a beautiful 
island more than a thousand miles to the 
north–east and on the ‘other’ side of the 
archipelago, attempting – successfully 
but ironically as it turned out – to get 
away from mass tourism. Our first hint of 
disaster came not from local alarm but 
from a text message from Tari’s daughter 
in London asking ‘r u ok?’  OK from what?  
Part of the irony was that western Europe 
had more, and more immediate, news 
of the tsunami than those of us sitting 
relatively close nearby.  The enormity of 
what had happened steadily emerged, 
through local television, CNN and BBC 
World.

More than 200,000 lives lost, to date, is a 
difficult number to comprehend but the 

The Tsunami – a Global Disaster

massive regional impact of the tsunami 
cannot alone account for the global 
response of sympathy, demonstrated 
most obviously by the colossal scale of 
voluntary giving from around the world.  
This is the age of mass tourism.  The 
natural disaster hit places that until only 
a decade or so were regarded as ‘remote’ 
by the developed world.  The tsunami’s 
victims include 2000 Swedes, more than 
400 British, plus Germans, Americans, 
Italians, Australians ….  local events are 
now global and a happening anywhere 

in the world can have worldwide 
significance.

We have just been given a reminder 
of the huge elemental forces of nature 
over which we have no control.  One of 
the tasks of a university is to understand 
these forces, so that we might be better 
able to predict, if not control. Our own 
School of Geography and Geosciences is 
in the forefront of this effort.  We are also 
developing our contribution to teaching 
and research in sustainability that will 
encourage more appropriate use of, and 
more sympathetic care of, our planet.  We 
should also be able to apply the land-
use lessons that must be learned in the 
aftermath of the tsunami.

Natural disaster can take an appalling toll.  
This tsunami was the biggest disaster for 
hundreds of years to have been visited 
on the earth’s inhabitants by the earth 
on which they live. It has been the most 
publicised and therefore best-known 
natural disaster in modern times. While 
our responsibility is to give its victims 
all our help and support, we must also 
remember the many other smaller, but 
less publicised disasters which, from 
time to time, visit our world. They too 
need our attention. The earthquake Tari 
and I experienced a year ago was just 
as serious for those who were directly 
affected by it, as the Boxing Day tsunami 
was. Those affected by the recent floods 
in Bangladesh also deserve our help. 
There are many others. We understand 
the meaning of sustainable development. 
Perhaps we should now concentrate on 
sustained giving.

15

By Dr Brian Lang, Principal and Vice-Chancellor
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By Gayle Cook
Press Officer

The announcement that Scotland’s most 
ancient university is to launch a new 
Department focusing on the modern  
medium of film may have sent a few 
shockwaves around the academic 
community, with those believing that film 
is not a ‘serious’ subject.  But as new Head 
of Film Studies, Professor Dina Iordanova,  
points out, the new initiative underlines the 
fact that ‘it is time to recognise the fact that 
film is the dominant medium today’.

The StAndard met the amiable Bulgarian 
shortly after she arrived in St Andrews 
late last year to discuss what the new  
Department – part of the School of Modern 
Languages – means for St Andrews. Dina is 
the leading specialist in Eastern European and 
Balkan cinema and joins us from Leicester. Her 
office, at 99 North Street, houses bookcase 
upon bookcase stacked with her own archive 
of videos and dvds. Dina is still stocking up 
what she hopes will become a formidable 
collection of films for users of the University 
Library.

The launch of Film Studies at St Andrews will 
not only enhance the existing curriculum 
and launch St Andrews into a competitive 
market, but should have a wider effect on 
the town and gown community – a much-
desired collaboration with the New Picture 
House could see a wider variety of films being 
shown there, internal collaborations with 
other schools and departments, a state-of-
the-art screening room in School III and the 
aforementioned new video/dvd collection  
(to be housed at the Library) will be 
an invaluable asset to the academic 
community.

For the last few years, preparations for a new 
Film Studies programme (and a research 
institute in film) have been ongoing, with 
Principal Dr Brian Lang and Master Professor 
Keith Brown taking the leading roles. With 

Action! 

the added dimension of a steadily growing 
number of courses dealing with film across 
the University, 2004 proved to be the 
breakthrough year with the appointment of 
Dina as Professor of Film Studies and another 
three key academic appointments.

Professor Brown commented:  “The University 
already has a number of academic staff 
across a range of disciplines who teach and 
research on film, but the establishment of 
the new Department will provide greater 
focus, ensuring that our students have the 
opportunity to fully engage with the most 
influential artistic and cultural medium 
on the planet. We are delighted to see  
the establishment of Film Studies and 
look forward to the many ways in which 
it will enrich and inform the University 
community.”

Dina’s team of four consists of herself and 
three other recent key appointments: Scott 
Mackenzie, David Martin-Jones and Belén 
Vidal, who are all experts in their own right.  
While Dina’s other specialisms are Gypsies 
in film and film festivals, Scott is interested 
in national identities in film and is planning 
a monograph on controversial American 
film-maker Michael Moore (Fahrenheit 9/11); 
David’s interests include Scottish cinema 
while Belén is an expert in costume drama.  
The three current PhD students (Ruby 
Cheung from Hong Kong, Vlastimir Sudar 
from Belgrade and London and Jennie 
Holmes from Hull) will be joined later this year 
by two more fully-funded PhD’s.

The first major development this autumn 
will see the launch of a range of joint MA 
degrees which will allow for combinations 
between Film Studies and more than ten 
other disciplines; from Philosophy and 
Modern Languages to Modern History 
and International Relations.  Dina and 
her team are currently working hard to 

develop the new curriculum, having just 
completed a run of ‘taster screenings’ for 
interested students.  Students of the new 
course will study the multi-disciplinary 
aspects of film from different perspectives 
– whether it be of film as an industry, an art 
form or a form of entertainment.  Rather 
like a reading list, students will have a list 
of up to 150 recommended films to watch 
during their course of study.  

Students will study a range of films from the 
silent movie era to the modern Hollywood 
blockbuster, whilst taking in a range of 
renowned independent and foreign 
classics.  Works by leading directors such 
as Stanley Kubrick, Federico Fellini, Roman 
Polanski, Alfred Hitchcock, Orson Welles 
and Jean Luc Goddard will form part of the 
curriculum, alongside films from around the 
globe.  In addition to feature films, shorts, 
documentaries and animations will be 
included on the curriculum.

A large selection of these titles will be 
available from the University library, though 
only a select few will make it onto the new 
Film Studies course – such is the competition 
for a place on the ‘watch’ list, current heated 
debates are being held amongst Dina and her 
team as to whether staunch classics Citizen 
Kane or Casablanca should be included at all.

Film Studies  
Launched at St Andrews
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Dina commented: “At this early stage, it’s a 
great challenge deciding on the movies to 
be included – we can either decide to go for a 
well tested film or a more unusual ‘contrarian’ 
choice. For example, we could pick Citizen 
Kane or an African movie to illustrate the same 
themes, but we will be sure to have certain 
films which all well rounded film graduates 
must see.”

Around 150 of these ‘must see’ films will be 
included in a collection at the University 
Library, but they will join a ‘basic’ collection 
of 1500 titles, which the University Library 
is currently putting into stock. Shortly after 
she arrived in St Andrews, Dina gave key 
members of the University and staff from 
other Departments and Schools a chance to 
contribute to the list, by recommending their 
favourite movies.

There were some interesting choices. ‘You 
can tell a lot about a person by their favourite 
films,’ Dina noted.

The top 150 list juxtaposes a wide range of 
films from Kubrik’s 2001: A Space Odyssey to 
Gone With the Wind and from the original 

Japanese Godzilla to Doris Day’s  Calamity 
Jane.  Foreign classics such as Fellini’s  
8, Godard’s A bout de Souffle, Truffaut’s Jules et 
Jim, and the Italian Profundo Rosso form an 
intergral part of the list as well as films from 
India, Spain, Denmark, Cuba, Brazil, Mexico 
and China.  
Also making an appearance are Blow Up, 
Chinatown, Psycho, Rebel Without a Cause 
and Easy Rider. Amongst the oldest films are 
Russia’s Battleship Potemkin (1925), USA’s Birth 
of a Nation (1915) and Germany’s Cabinet of 
Dr Caligari (1919). The most modern films 
included are Hollywood blockbusters Jurassic 
Park (1993), Boyz N the Hood and Thelma and 
Louise (both 1991) whilst British titles include 
Whisky Galore. 

The first box of films has already been 
transferred over to the library, which is in the 
midst of cataloguing and incorporating the 
new titles into the already existing collection 
of around 500 films (currently used, mainly 
but not exclusively, by students of English, 
History and Modern Languages and their 
teachers).

Students will have to watch one film per week 
in an organised ‘scheduled screening’.  During 
the first semester, scheduled films will include 
Sunset Boulevard, Romper Stomper and Once 
Upon a Time in the West.

The introductory course will focus on key 
concepts and approaches to the study of film 
such as genre, stardom and acting and the 
development of the film industry.  Students 
will study both traditional and non-traditional 
films, including art and world cinema, while 
some modules will focus on Scottish cinema 
and feminism.

The second semester will introduce key 
movements and moments in film history 
such as German Expressionism, Surrealism, 
Classical Hollywood and Japanese cinema.  
War films, documentaries and contemporary 
period dramas will provide further focus. 
Among the scheduled screenings will include 
a selection of early silent movies, Capra’s It 
Happened One Night and Kurosawa’s Seven 
Samurai.

Dina is passionate about films and watches 
at least one a day, while regularly scouring 
the tv guides for films, which she is building 
up her database from with the assistance of 
Media Services, who have been taping off-air 
recordings.  It is Dina’s aim that within the next 

two years – the budget for film-buying is set 
until 2007 - St Andrews will own one of the 
top five film collections in the UK.
Her bulging book-case (or should I say movie-
case) doesn’t just home obscure European 
arthouse or avante-garde films either – a quick 
glance of Dina’s own collection revealed a few 
surprises – the Indiana Jones series, Rambo 
and, to my delight, Saturday Night Fever, were 
side by side with the perhaps more renowned 
‘classics’ such as Capra’s It’s a Wonderful Life 
and Chaplin’s Modern Times.  
 
While acknowledging that film clearly is a 
good form of entertainment, Dina is a firm 
believer in the place of film in today’s society 
and the world of education: 

“Literacy comes from film and not books 
these days,” said Dina, “it is a major form of 
expression that needs to be studied. 

“It is also important to note that we are 
not teaching film-making skills; rather we 
are studying the medium of cinema and 
exposing our students to diverse traditions, 
genres and styles,” she continued.

Indeed, as the introduction to the new 
course states: “Film, the major art form of the 
Twentieth century, has exercised a profound 
and widespread influence on modern 
culture, and an understanding of it is essential 
to grasp many aspects of contemporary life.”

In addition to developing the new 
curriculum, which will also see the launch of 
a single honours degree in Film Studies in 
Autumn 2006, Dina is planning an ambitious 
international conference on film in St Andrews 
next year.  It won’t end there.

“At St Andrews we have a real sense of 
direction that this is going somewhere. 
Though there are existing courses in 
Film Studies at UK universities such as 
Warwick and Glasgow, no other university 
has launched Film Studies in such a solid 
way.  It is unprecedented for four major 
appointments in this field to be made by one 
university at the same time. It is also a very 
progressive move for an ancient university,” 
Dina commented.

For more information on the new Film 
Studies department, check their website 
at www.st-andrews.ac.uk/modlangs/
filmstudies/ 

Professor Dina Iordanova takes a seat in the 
stalls of the University’s new  

state-of-the-art screening room
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Revolutionary changes to the way we live 
and work are expected to come from a 
tiny technology.

It is predicted that nanotechnology will 
transform health care, manufacturing, leisure 
and communication ….. creating thousands 
of new jobs in the process.

In a (very small) nutshell, nanotechnology 
is the manipulation of miniscule matter - at 
atomic and molecular levels - to create better 
and new materials, devices and systems. The  
term originates from the Greek word for 
dwarf, ‘nanos’, and the width of a human hair 
is about 80,000 nanometres.    

The StAndard asked resident 
nanotechnology expert and Head of the 
School of Chemistry Professor Neville 
Richardson why society is pinning such 
big hopes on a small scale, and what role 
our staff and students are playing in the 
revolution.

● What is nanotechnology?

“Length scales start with a metre, then a 
millimetre (one thousandth of a metre), 
then a micrometre (one thousandth of a 
millimetre) and, eventually, a nanometre, 
which is one thousandth of a micrometre, so 
we’re talking about a tiny scale. There are a 
billion nanometres in a metre.

But the properties of matter as small as this 
are not easily predictable, so we need to 
examine these tiny matter using specially 
designed tools and instruments. This process 
is called nanoscience and nanotechnology 
is the end result of that, which is likely 
to affect everything from medicine and 
pharmaceuticals to the military”.
 
● How – and when - will nanotechnology 
start impacting on our lives?

“Nanotechnology is already happening and 
many nanomaterials are currently being 
tested in research and developed in labs 
across the world.  But the near future will see 
the greatest impacts in telecommunications 

and medicine, particularly in diagnostics 
where there’s scope for faster, portable 
and much more precise systems to detect 
diseases like cancer, even down to an 
individual cell. These new technologies could 
also revolutionise forensics.

We will also be looking at faster, cheaper 
and greener chemical processes based on 
nano-sized catalysts and special coatings 
– of a nanometre thickness – which could 
harden surfaces or make them resistant to 
chemical attack or corrosion.  There’s even 
talk of self-cleaning windows which, when 
given a super-thin coating, would break up 
and dissolve away any dirt and incorporating 
nanoparticles and capsules into clothing 
to make military or lifestyle clothing lighter, 
more durable and more fun”.

● Are there any risks of nanotechnology?

“There’s no immediate danger in the actual 
technologies but there could be risks 
attached to what is enabled because of it. For 
example, industries will need to be aware of 
potential disposal problems – put simply, if 
these matter are so tiny, they could end up in 
places you don’t want them to go to.

Likewise, drugs targeting specific diseases, 
like cancer, would require extreme caution 
because, if the nano-particles are small 
enough to go through tumour cell walls, they 
could find their way into other areas of the 
body where they shouldn’t be entering.

Some people would also claim that 
enhancing our ability to collect and analyse 
more and more information on individuals is 
highly dangerous if it ends up in the wrong 
hands – big brother is watching you! There is 
obviously scope for military users developing 
SMART bombs and the like. It entirely 
depends on what these new technologies 
are used for”. 

● Is nanotechnology being developed at 
St Andrews?

“Chemistry is central to nanotechnology 
but these technologies span the Schools 
of Chemistry, Physics and Astronomy and 
Biology and nanotechnology is covered, in its 

The Next Big Thing is Tiny
By Claire Grainger
Press Officer most basic forms, in all of these core subjects.

There are also a number of scientists 
working on projects which are the result of 
nanotechnology. Professor Peter Bruce is 
creating smaller and more efficient batteries 
and Professor Ifor Samuel from Physics is 
working on better and improved LED (light 
emitting diode) lighting displays which could 
form roll-up television screens or light-up 
wallpaper. A similar technology is being used 
by others to develop solar cells which could 
technically be rolled out onto your garden 
lawn and fuel your entire house”. 

● What kind of role could Scotland play in 
the new revolution?

“Scotland already enjoys much success in the 
electronics and opto-electronics industries, 
especially in the Silicon Glen area, and many 
of these are based on nanotechnologies. 
There’s also massive scope for the life 
sciences industry in Dundee which is 
embracing nanotechnology on a huge scale 
in diagnostics, and I envisage a number of 
spin-out companies being launched over 
the next few decades exploiting these new 
technologies”. 

● Do you predict that nanotechnology 
could spark renewed interest in studying 
science at university level amongst school 
pupils?

“It’s probably rare for school pupils to opt for 
a science degree on the basis of a new – and 
fairly futuristic – technology but it’s certain 
that nanotechnology will play a major role 
in our – and our children’s – futures. Children 
need to learn that the clothes they wear, their 
latest tiny mobile phone and their computer 
all originate from the applications of pure 
science and chemistry underpins the vast 
majority of the materials which make up our 
homes, offices, transport and support our 
leisure activities. There’s also a misconception 
that chemistry only pollutes the world but, 
actually, we’re doing a great deal to clean up 
the mess. If the excitement of developments 
in nanotechnology encourages more children 
into a career in science, be it chemistry, 
physics, biology or materials, then so much 
the better!”
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Thankfully I have a long way to go before 
I reach what my old English teacher used 
to call ‘the winter years’, but my curiosity 
to see just what I might look like in later 
life was readily answered thanks to a 
collaboration between Psychology and 
Computer Science.

The Perception Laboratory and Computer 
Scientists have developed software which 
can not only demonstrate what you might 
look like when you’re 64, but can be used to 
transform yourself into a variety of guises – 
ever wondered what you might have looked 
like as a member of the opposite sex?  Or 
did you wish you were around to model for 
Boticelli?  From taking you right back to your 
Neanderthal roots to transforming yourself 
into a Grecian goddess, the possibilities of 
the lab’s ‘transform yourself’ software are 
endless.

The software is based on over 20 years of 
research into facial perception by Professor 
Dave Perrett, Head of the Perception Lab, 
and was written by Dr Bernard Tiddeman, 
formerly a member of the lab and now a 
lecturer in Computer Science.

The software is available online (www.dcs.
st-and.ac.uk/~morph/) and the results are 
just a couple of clicks away – before you 
can say ‘botox’, the wrinkles have quickly 
developed, the hair is grey and the remnants 
of a youthful glow are all that remain.  It’s 
not all depressing though; it’s interesting to 
see which elderly member of the family you 
could end up looking most like (I’m going to 
look like my Gran on my mother’s side), and 
the software offers many more uplifting, 
amusing (everyone looks cute as a Manga 
cartoon), and quite frankly disturbing 
(there’s something strangely familiar about 
my male counterpart) images.

The clever piece of code allows you to 
see yourself in a variety of different lights 
– there are 17 options to choose from and 
in one sitting you can see yourself as a baby, 
a child, a teenager, a young or older adult, 
a variety of different races (afro-Caribbean, 
Caucasian, east Asian, west Asian) and 

a member of the opposite sex.  Most 
rewardingly, you can transport yourself 
straight onto the canvas of famous artists 
renowned for a certain signature style, 
such as Modigliani, Boticelli and Mucha. 
More fun demos allow you to transform 
yourself into a drunk, a Manga cartoon or 
an apeman (or woman).

Each transformation can be witnessed in a 
remarkable three seconds – as a first step 
all you have to do is scan in and upload 
an image of yourself (hint: pick a decent 
head-on photo in the first place and not 
one with an enormous grin. Trust me.).  
This takes just seconds, after which you 
are asked to align your key features (easy 
– just select where your eyes and mouth 
are). Once the image is set, the transformer 
is ready and you can choose whichever 
transformation is desired.

The software has been demonstrated to 
great effect in the media, most recently for 
what would have been Elvis Presley’s 70th 
birthday.  The team have also previously 

aged John Lennon, Marilyn Monroe and 
James Dean.  On the more serious side, the 
ability to make subtle transformations of 
age, sex, race and even personality attributes 
have helped the psychologists unpick the 
workings of our perceptual system, and 
explain them in terms of evolutionary 
theory and social learning. 

Other applications of the software include 
collaborative projects with facial surgeons 
at Hospitals in Dundee and Newcastle and 
the software has the potential to help the 
Police with missing person queries.

In order to help their research and build up 
a database of faces, the lab are also keen 
for willing volunteers to take part in online 
experiments and to ‘submit’ their face to 
their research database (http://perception.
st-and.ac.uk/expt/Oct2001/lab/intro1.
html).  

Log onto www.perceptionlab.com for 
more information  – go on, you know you 
want to.  Oh and don’t worry – nobody 
looks good when they’re drunk! 

When I’m Sixty-Four

Artist’s impression - in the style of Mucha, Manga and Modigliani

From Press Officer to Pensioner
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By Claire Grainger
Press Officer

Few St Andrews scientists have as 
inspiring an outlook as those at the 
Sea Mammal Research Unit, home to 
world-leading research on a range of 
marine mammals.

Overlooking the North Sea, around 50 
staff and students are examining how 
many seals are in British waters, what 
they eat, what effect their presence has 
on their underwater companions and 
what effect man’s activities have on 
their chances of survival. The activities 
of ‘cetaceans’ – whales, dolphins and 
porpoises - are also being studied and 
are an increasingly important part of the 
work of the Unit. 

SMRU, a Natural Environment Research 
Council (NERC) research unit, was 
originally created to advise Government 
about the management of seals in the UK 
– “taking our blue-skies research to the 
people and public bodies who need to 
know”, as Director, Professor Ian Boyd told 
The StAndard.

This remains one of their main roles, but 
researchers also undertake fundamental, 
leading-edge research on marine 
mammals, many of which face threats 
to their existence by encroachment 
of human activities into the marine 
environment. 

This research can take them to remote 
offshore islands, from Scotland to 
the Antarctic.  SMRU researchers also 
participate in cruises on research ships 
from the high Arctic to the Caribbean.

Scientists can even track the intricacies 
of mammals’ journeys and activities from 
their offices, thanks to high-tech devices 
being designed and made on the SMRU 
premises. 

One of SMRU’s core objectives is to 
understand the causes and consequences 
of change in marine mammal 
populations. Much of their research is 
focused on two species of seals found in 
the UK – grey and harbour (or common), 
both of which receive much public and 
parliamentary attention. SMRU provides 
the formal advice to Government about 
the management of seal populations.

Much of the science revolves around 
long-term datasets of seal population 
abundance in the UK but assessing 
populations of whales and dolphins is 
becoming increasingly important. By 
creating new population models, they can 
better define the uncertainties around 
future population trends and how these 
can be managed.

Professor Boyd said, “By studying where 
and what seals eat and how much 
energy they need, we can work out 
their food consumption and, from that, 
we can determine their impact on their 
environment.”  

“Many of the ways humans challenge 
the environment – new and increasing 
levels of pollution, noise from industrial 
construction, drilling, debris and wind 
and wave farms – also affect marine 
mammals. So it’s also SMRU’s job to 
ensure that planners and policy-makers 
are properly advised on how their actions 
and decisions affect these populations”.

Senior Research Scientist Ailsa Hall 
explained, ”Seals and cetaceans are 
vulnerable to the effects of persistent 
ocean pollutants because they are 
concentrated through the food chain 
and end up at high levels in the blubber 
of marine mammals.  We are studying the 
effect the pollutants have on the health 
and survival of a wide range of species, 
from grey and harbour seals in the UK 
to bottlenose dolphins in the US.  We 
are also seeing a worldwide increase in 
the occurrence of epidemic diseases and 
blooms of toxic algae that are causing 
mass die-offs among marine mammals.  
We need to be able to assess the long-
term risks to the populations of marine 
mammals from these disease outbreaks 

Underwater   Wonders

Bottlenose dolphin
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Harbour seal 
‘phones home’

and the additional importance of 
simultaneous exposure to pollution that 
may make them more vulnerable.”

SMRU also designs and manufactures 
new scientific instruments which allow 
the animals themselves to provide 
information about the structure of the 
oceans. These instruments transmit 
information form seals and whales when 
they return to the surface to breath and 
the signals are picked up by orbiting 
satellites or the mobile phone network. 

Senior Research Scientist Bernie 
McConnell said, “One problem with 
studying the behaviour of sea mammals 
is being unable to watch them during the 
80% of their lives that they spend out of 

sight, underwater. To help understand 
this, we look to the mammals themselves 
to feed this information back while 
they’re going about their normal 
business – and to tell us what they’ve 
been doing since they last ‘phoned 
home’.

“We’re using mobile phone technology 
to communicate with instruments 
attached to marine mammals, and are 
filming the foraging activities of seals 
using cameras attached to animals. 
Perhaps one of the most exciting areas 
of work involves the development of 
new sensors allowing the instruments 
carried by marine mammals to provide 
measurements of the environment, 
including temperature and salinity”.

SMRU are also exploring why some 
animals breed successfully, and others do 
not.

Senior Research Scientist Paddy Pomeroy 
said, “We have followed the fate of 
individual grey seals at North Rona and 
the Isle of May over a large part of their 
reproductive lifetimes - in some cases  
more than 20 years.  Comparing really 
successful and unsuccessful animals 
has led us to the conclusion that, quite 
apart from inherent traits like body size, 
an animal’s social context can play an 
important role in breeding success.  Some 
areas of the colony are preferred habitat 
- these tend to be occupied by high 
quality adults and their offspring grow 
faster  there than expected.  Recently, we 
have found, from PhD work carried out 
by Simon Ruddell and Veronica Poland, 
that while these preferred areas also tend 
to be more stable socially, they may also 
allow some inbreeding to occur. Most 
interestingly, some mothers form groups 
which persist between years.  These 
results are leading us to re-examine 
grey seal sociality and question whether 
movements of seals outside the breeding 
season are independent as assumed 
previously”.    

SMRU is also passing its knowledge 
onto the next generation of scientists. 
As part of the School of Biology, SMRU 
contributes to advanced undergraduate 
courses including an honours degree 
in marine mammalogy, and has 15-20 
graduate students in training at any time, 
many of whom are studying for PhDs.

More information on SMRU can be 
found at www.smru.st-and.ac.uk

Grey seals 
have friends!

- splash on SMRU
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Management students will gain work 
placements in the voluntary sector thanks 
to a grant awarded by SALTIRE.

As part of the University’s commitment 
to enhancing learning and teaching, Dr 
Eleanor Burt of the School of Management 
has been awarded £2,340 to allow students 
on her ‘Managing Voluntary Organisations: 
Perspectives, Policy and Practice’ module 
to spend a day, as part of their coursework, 
on a ‘learning journey’ with voluntary 
organisations throughout Scotland. It is 
hoped that organisations at international, 
national, regional and local levels will take 
part and the day’s placement will form the 
basis of a case study of the organisations and 
the challenges they face.

Dr Burt said, “I am delighted that the module 
has received this award.  We now have an 
invaluable opportunity to take students 
out of the lecture room and into voluntary 
organisations. It is particularly exciting as this 
opens new opportunities for management 
students to learn about the very distinctive 
sets of challenges faced by voluntary 
organisations.”

Professor Ron Piper, Vice-Principal (Learning 

and Teaching), said, “One way in which we 
can equip our students for future careers is by 
creating an opportunity to bring University 
studies face-to-face with the realities of 
workplace environments.  Such experiences 
can have a tremendous impact upon students.  
As a university, we are pleased to support 
efforts of this kind, and in particular this 
initiative from the School of Management.”

Meanwhile, Mary Ray of Volunteering Fife 
said, “Volunteering opens doors, eyes and 
minds to personal development.  It is a two-
way process which enhances the individual’s 
life skills while benefiting society. Volunteer 
Centre Fife believes that a voluntary sector 
placement represents ‘volunteering in action’ 
and provides a creative context for applying 
learning in a real life setting.”

SALTIRE, which was launched officially in 
November 2001, encourages excellence 
and innovation in learning and teaching by 
providing support and guidance for students 
and staff.  The grant has been awarded as 
part of SALTIRE’s recently secured external 
funding (Strategic Enhancement of Learning 
Fund, SELF) to support further initiatives in 
response to the launch of the new Quality 
Assurance Agency (QAA) enhancement 
engagements.  This funding will complement 
SALTIRE’s Fund for Initiatives in Learning, 
Teaching and Assessment (FILTA), which pays 
a maximum of £2,500 to successful applicants.  

Self–help for  
Management Students

For this academic year, some SELF funding 
will be used to support project bids that aim 
to engage specifically with the Employability 
and Flexible Delivery agenda.

Numerous learning and teaching projects 
have been launched since the first FILTA 
award scheme was introduced in 1998 under 
the leadership of Dr Colin Mason, Director of 
Learning and Teaching Development, who 
also organises the competitive award scheme 
and is chair of the evaluation panel.

Staff involved in successful project bids are 
required to report back to colleagues at the 
University’s annual conference, ‘Introduction 
to Teaching in Higher Education in a Research-
Intensive University’, held in September 
each year for new staff, and at other events, 
organised by SALTIRE, as part of a wider 
programme of support for both new and 
experienced staff in their academic roles. 

Further details about projects funded under 
FILTA can be found at www.st-andrews.ac.uk/
saltire/resources/funding.shtml. Details of 
the SALTIRE seminar held earlier this year (21 
January 2005) can be found at http://www.
st-andrews.ac.uk/hr/staff-development/
courses. 

Further information about Dr Burt’s work 
can be found at www.st-andrews.ac.uk/
management/

The Head of the School of English has 
claimed that it was as a direct result 
of the influence of Robert Burns that 
Shakespeare became known as ‘the 
bard’.

Professor Robert Crawford makes the 
claim in a new collection of essays edited 
by colleague Dr Andrew Murphy. The 
book explores the influence of Scotland 
on Shakespeare’s writing and the 

dramatic effects that his work had on the 
development of Scottish literature. 

In his contribution to the book Professor 
Crawford argues: “In late sixteenth-
century England, ‘bard’ wasn’t used to 
describe playwrights like Shakespeare. 

“It was term applied to Welsh and Gaelic 
wandering minstrels. It took a crisis of 
identity in eighteenth-century Scotland, 

and the vogue for Scottish bards such 
as Ossian and Burns, to jog England into 
identifying a national ‘bard’ of its own.” 

Shakespeare and Scotland, edited by Dr 
Murphy and Professor Willy Maley of 
the University of Glasgow highlights 
many important connections between 
Scotland and Shakespeare that 
have previously been overlooked or 
underplayed.

Oor Wullie – Burns and Shakespeare
RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
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Religion and  
Politics Centre  
Established

Polar Populations

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

St Andrews scientists have participated in what is 
likely to be the largest population survey of polar 
bears in Arctic Europe. 

The study will help provide a clearer picture of 
numbers of the animal vulnerable to pollution and 
global warming. 

The estimate has been provided by Tiago Marques, a 
PhD student attached to the Centre for Research into 
Ecological and Environmental Modelling (CREEM) 
which is the only research centre of its kind in the 
UK specialising in wildlife survey techniques and 
modelling population dynamics.

The first large scale survey of polar bears in the 
Barents Sea region estimated 3,000 bears, which was 
at the low end of previous estimates of 3000 to 5000. 
In a new report by the WWF, scientists have warned 
that global warming could kill off polar bears within 
the next 20 years. Tiago Marques surveying polar bears in the Barents Sea

The Origin  
of Symmetry
The Centre for Interdisciplinary Research in 
Computational Algebra (CIRCA) has  been awarded 
nearly £1.5 million to study symmetry, the crux of some 
of the world’s most baffling computational problems 
from airline scheduling to medical scanning.

The end result will be the largest research group of its 
kind in the world, providing new insights and solutions 
to people working in everything from computer graphics, 
electronics and medicine to aviation, optics and artificial 
intelligence.

CIRCA beat off intense competition from other universities 
by securing £1m from the Engineering and Physical 
Sciences Research Council (EPSRC), together with £400,000 
from the University itself. The funding will allow the centre 
to expand on its research activities in the long-term, 
developing new and exciting links with other disciplines, 
helping researchers in Mathematics, Computer Science 
and Physics understand each others issues, problems and 
techniques.

Academics at St Andrews have established a research 
centre which will focus on the link between the two 
dominant forces of religion and politics. 

The centre involves key academics across four disciplines and 
is patroned jointly by Cardinal Keith O’Brien and writer and 
theologian Gustavo Gutierrez. 

One key project will look at Islamic, Hindu and Buddhist 
communities in Scotland, while other research will build upon 
the study of the two fields which have dominated current 
research projects in the University’s School of Divinity. 

The Centre for the Study of Religion and Politics (CSRP) is a 
collaboration between the Schools of Divinity, International 
Relations, Modern Languages, and Philosophical and 
Anthropological Studies. It will be based at the School of 
Divinity under the leadership of Dean of the Faculty of Divinity, 
Dr Mario I Aguilar.
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Many decades ago, when I had a proper 
job as a trade union official at the 
University of St Andrews, my easiest 
and most popular victory against the 
dark forces of College Gate was won in 
opposition to draconian institutional car 
parking proposals. 

It was, therefore, with a certain degree 
of trepidation that I recently received 
an invitation to contemplate the reform 
of current arrangements.  This reform is 
necessary because our present approach 
leaves significant room for improvement, 
with regard, for instance, to the support it 
gives to those with caring responsibilities, 
does not fit well with the University’s 
declared environmental commitments 
and is inadequately formulated in a 
period in which we need to be clearer 
about our transportation policies in 
relation to local authority planning 
processes.  As, however, I and a small 
group of intrepid souls from across the 
University community discovered when 
we began to address this problem, there 
is no well-defined context within which 
new proposals can be easily placed.  

We do not, for example, know if and 
when Fife Council will further restrict 
parking in and/or vehicular access to the 
historic core of the town or if and when it 
will facilitate the establishment of larger 
park-and-ride facilities on the North 
Haugh.  On the other hand, we do know 
that the pressure on our own car parks 
varies from one car park to another and 
at different times in the year.

With all of this in mind, our group quickly 
took the view that we needed to develop 
policy guidelines which would not pave 
the way for arrangements which would 
be seen as oppressive.  We, therefore, 
decided neither to follow the example of 
other institutions and introduce a charge 
for staff parking, nor to control access 
to car parks, which sometimes have as 
many as six entrances, with barriers of 
which the last was evidently demolished 
by an irate member of the general public, 
nor to increase unduly the share prices 
of solvent companies by introducing 

intensive fixing of warning and penalty 
notices.  There are better things on 
which the University and its employees 
can spend their money. In similar vein, 
we also concluded that we needed to 
allow a significant period of time during 
which we could consult our colleagues 
and then test any system proposed.  That 
is why we are now publishing our early 
thoughts so that members of staff can 
let me have their views via the internal 
mail or to deputyprincipal@st-andrews.
ac.uk within the next four weeks.  It will 
be in the light of these views that we 
shall improve our planned approach and, 
if appropriate, pilot it as from September 
2005.  Our initial proposals are as follows:

DRAFT MANAGEMENT 
PLAN FOR UNIVERSITY 
CAR PARKS

BACKGROUND

In 2002, the University of St Andrews 
developed a Travel Plan as a condition 
of planning for the redevelopment of 
David Russell Hall.  The commitments 
within the travel plan have been 
integrated within the University’s wider 
Environment Strategy.  Included within 
the Environment Strategy is a specific 

commitment to develop a Parking 
Management Plan to encourage more 
sustainable travel.

PARKING  
MANAGEMENT PLAN

Aims
● To encourage and enable greater use 
of sustainable transport modes for travel 
to, from and between University sites.
● To manage effectively and reduce the 
use of the private car.
● To prioritise the provision of facilities 
for key users.

Achieving our Aims

To achieve these aims a hierarchy of 
travel options has been developed which 
places walking as the most sustainable 
travel option and private transport as the 
least.

● Walking
● Cycling
● Public transport
● University transport
● Private transport

Parking Matters
By David Corner, Deputy Principal
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A hierarchy of users has also been defined 
in order that certain users are given 
greater or lesser priority dependent on 
their needs and work requirements.

● Disabled staff, students and visitors
● Carers
● Authorised work-related visitors 
● Users of University owned vehicles and 
essential car users*
● Car sharers
● All other users

* The term ‘essential car user’ is defined 
as:
Staff and members of University 
Committees who use their vehicles in the 
execution of their responsibilities to the 
University.

UNIVERSITY PARKING 
SCHEME

All University car parks are inspected and 
controlled by security attendants, based 
in Estates, who regularly supervise all 
parking spaces and inspect vehicles for 
valid parking permits.

● Vehicles are only to be parked on 
University of St Andrews’ premises in 
connection with legitimate business at 
the University.
● Any parking of vehicles on University 
premises must comply with the provisions 
of the Parking Scheme.
● Failure to comply with these provisions 
may result in a warning being issued 
and/or a fine being imposed.  In certain 
circumstances, permits and passes may 
be withdrawn and/or a vehicle may be 
removed at the owner’s expense.
● Visitor Parking will be made available 
at each car park, with special passes 
available for this purpose.  Visitors 
should be provided by the unit they are 
visiting with information on how to get 
to and from St Andrews with advice on 
a range of travel options and directions 
to the ‘Getting to St Andrews’ webpage.  
Wherever possible, arrangements for 
parking shall be made in advance.
● Reserved spaces for permit holders may 

not apply on particular dates to allow for 
unusual circumstances, eg graduation.  

UNIVERSITY PERMITS  
AND PASSES

The University provides a number of 
reserved spaces in each University 
car park for use by holders of Parking 
Permits on a first-come, first-served basis. 
Different Parking Permits are allocated 
according to different user types. 
Remaining staff can make use of non-
reserved parking spaces within University 
car parks by applying for a Parking Pass.

Students are not encouraged to bring 
cars to the University. However, long-
term parking, without Permit or Pass, is 
available at some of the larger Halls of 
Residence and at the North Haugh site.

Blue Permits
These are available to staff, students 
and members of university committees 
registered as ‘mobility impaired’ or 
defined as a ‘carer of a vulnerable 
individual’.

Yellow Permits
Essential car users can apply for a yellow 
permit. Each school, unit and committee 
secretary will, if appropriate, also be 
allocated a small number of these permits 
to cater for occasional essential car users. 
Schools, units and committee secretaries 
can distribute these additional permits as 
and when needed. 

Red Permits
These apply to University-owned 
vehicles.

Purple Permits
These are available to staff and members 
of University committees without suitable 
access to public transport.

Green Permits 
These are available to registered and 
regular users of the University CarShare 

Scheme and also confirmed users of 
recognised independent carshare 
schemes.

APPLICATION & 
ALLOCATION OF PERMITS 
AND PASSES

The following permits and passes must 
be applied for as follows: 

Blue, Green & Purple Permits 
Applications should be made to Estates
Yellow & Red Permits 
Applications should be made to schools 
and units
Parking Passes   
Applications should be made to Estates
Visitor Passes   
Applications should be made to schools 
and units

PERMIT & PASS RULES

● All permits & passes will remain the 
property of the University.

● Permits or passes issued to individual 
members of the University must be 
returned to Estates if:

●  the permit or passholder changes 
his or her car, in which case a new 
permit will be required

● a permit or pass is revoked for any 
reason

● the permit or passholder ceases 
working for the University

● the permit or pass is no longer 
applicable or required for any reason 
other than cessation of employment.

● Any attempt to alter, tamper, duplicate 
or forge permits or passes will render 
them invalid and be likely to result in 
disciplinary action.

● Permits and passes are non-transferable 
except where specifically authorised for 
shared use (eg car sharers or temporary 
Yellow Permits issued by Schools and 
Units for occasional essential users).

NEWS

Parking Matters (continued)
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PERMIT AND PASSHOLDER 
OBLIGATIONS

It is the responsibility of all permit and 
passholders to:

● Ensure permits and passes are clearly 
displayed in the front window of the 
relevant vehicle.
● Comply fully with all University parking 
rules.

NON-COMPLIANCE WITH 
PARKING RULES

Failure to comply with these rules may 
result in any or all of the following:

Warning  
The University reserves the right to affix a 
warning notice to any vehicles in breach 
of the rules.

Fixed Penalty Fine 
The University reserves the right to affix 
a £25 penalty notice to any vehicle which 
causes a significant obstruction or hazard 
through breach of the rules.

Withdrawal
The University may, for persistent 
offenders, withdraw a permit or pass on 
a temporary or permanent basis either 
from the individual or from the school/
unit concerned.

In addition to the above, 

● persistent offenders will be liable 
to, as well as the loss of parking rights, 
established institutional disciplinary 
procedures.
● where access is compromised for 
emergency or service vehicles, the 
University reserves the right to contact 
the police who may remove the vehicle 
at the owner’s expense.
● the University also reserves the right 

Staff are encouraged to walk, cycle, 
use public transport, or University 
services/vehicles between University 
sites. As a result, public transport costs 
will be reimbursed and a cycle mileage 
allowance will be provided for inter-
site travel, but no other allowances will 
be provided for such travel except in 
exceptional circumstances.  

CHARGES &  
PARKING PROVISION

Parking permits and passes are currently 
free of charge, but the replacement of 
permits and passes will incur a reasonable 
administrative charge.

PARKING PROVISION

Parking provision is under review across 
the University. In line, however, with its 
Environment Strategy, the University will 
not, unless obliged to do so, be making 
any further provision for parking within 
the town centre.

FURTHER DETAILS

Full details of the University of St 
Andrews Parking Management Plan 
can be obtained from:
http://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/estates/
environment.html or by contacting the 
Environment Team on (01334) 463999 
or environment@st-andrews.ac.uk

to dispose of vehicles abandoned on 
University premises with the owner liable 
for the full cost of removal.

APPEALS

Appeals against fixed penalties must be 
made in writing to Human Resources 
within ten working days of the day the 
fixed penalty is issued.  If the appeal 
is upheld, the fixed penalty will be 
withdrawn.  If the appeal is lost, the fixed 
penalty must be paid within ten days of 
the appeal decision. The same process 
will apply to appeals against withdrawal 
of parking facilities.

NON-PAYMENT OF  
FIXED PENALTIES

Non-payment of a fixed penalty by a 
member of staff or student will result in 
disciplinary procedures being initiated. 
Information concerning a violation of any 
of the University’s vehicle parking rules 
will be recorded and remain on record 
for a period of twelve months.

EXPENSES AND 
ALLOWANCES

Under University and Inland Revenue 
rules, travel to work expenses are 
neither reclaimable nor chargeable as an 
allowance against taxable earnings.

Parking Matters (continued)
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Do you have an hour or more a week 
to spare?  Would you like to help make 
life easier for our blind or partially 
sighted students?  If so, you could help 
a new initiative at the University create 
innovative ‘talking books’ which has 
transformed the lives of the ‘print 
disabled’ all over the world.

The hi-tech initiative is being led by new 
member of staff Paresh Raval (pictured), 
who is tasked with creating ‘alternative 
formats’ of books for students who need 
a helping hand.  Amongst those classed 
as ‘print disabled’ are the blind, dyslexics, 
sufferers of ME or those suffering from 
short or long-term blindness as a result 
of injury.

The development will provide such 
students with vital course material 
tailored to the individual student’s needs 
whether they be digital ‘talking books’, 
large-print texts or Braille.  The ‘talking 
books’ are far-removed from the usual 
audio tapes readily available to buy, but a 
fully interactive multi-media experience, 
with a number of enhanced options 
which will be of invaluable benefit to the 
reader.  

You Never Know Who’s Listening

Fife Council has granted planning approval for the 
University’s new Arts Building, which will provide flexible 
teaching and research space for the Faculty of Arts and will 
house the School of International Relations. 

The three and four storey building of architectural distinction, 
comprising seminar rooms, lecture theatre and office space 

will be located next to the Library and St Katherine’s West. It 
will be the first major new building project that the University 
has undertaken within the town’s conservation area since the 
completion of the Library building. 

Subject to Court approval, construction will commence in June 
2005 and is programmed to be completed by August 2006.

New Arts 
Building  
Given the 
Go-ahead

Paresh started last November and 
has already overseen the complete 
refurbishment of Crawford Cottage -
within the grounds of the Crawford Arts 
Centre- into a state-of-the-art recording 
centre (the Alternative Formats Suite).   
Each recording will be made upon 
request by individual students and can 
be provided on cd, tape or mp3 format, 
depending on the student’s personal 
preference.  

One copy will be given to the student for 
as long as they need it, while another will 
be donated to the RNIB (Royal National 
Institute of the Blind), meaning that 
potentially the books will be used by 
anyone anywhere in the World.  

The initiative desperately needs volunteers, 
young or old, male or female, to ‘lend their 
voice’ to the project.  Launched in January 
to the local community, Paresh is also 
appealing to staff and students for help 
with all stages of creating a book, from 
scanning and proof-reading to recording 
and proof-listening.

Of particular help would be multi-lingual 
speakers, who could help translate or read 
foreign texts.  If you are a speaker of any 
of the languages on the curriculum, from 
Greek to German, your experience could be 
invaluable to Paresh.

Paresh will provide initial and ongoing 
training for all volunteers and prior 
experience is not essential.

Anyone wishing to volunteer or find out 
more should contact Paresh on pr19@st-
andrews.ac.uk Tel: (01334) 461167.

An artist’s illustration of 
the new Arts Building
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What you need to know about 
Freedom of Information

As some of you (hopefully all!) will be 
aware, the Freedom of Information 
(Scotland) Act 2002 went fully ‘live’ on 1st 
January this year.  

At the time of this issue going to print, the 
University’s FOI Officer Mark Robinson 
noted a slow initial uptake on the Act, 
which seemed to mirror the experience 
of other UK HEI’s.   

Nevertheless, you should by now be 
fully aware of the Act, know where 
the Publication Scheme is and what 
information it contains, and how you 
should be dealing with requests for 
information.

As a reminder, if you receive a request 

for information that you would normally 
provide, then do so. Mark does not need 
to be involved. If however you receive a 
request and, for example, you think that 
the information should not be provided, 
you may not meet the 20 working day 
timeframe, or there is some other reason 
that you cannot deal with the request, 
contact Mark immediately.

Remember that the Act affects all of us 
and it’s not always clear that you are 
dealing with a Freedom of Information 
request, since the enquirer does not 
have to quote the Act.  Failure to provide 
information can result in the University 
coming to the attention of the Scottish 
Information Commissioner. The alteration, 
concealment or destruction of records 
after receiving a request can result in the 
individual and the University being fined 
up to £5,000.

If you’re still not sure about what it 
all means, as a first step you should 
redo the online training session (you 
should already have completed it) 
available at www.st-andrews.ac.uk/foi/
foishortcourse. It takes less than ten 
minutes and includes a quick tutorial on 
FOI before a short quiz. You should also 
familiarise yourself with the University’s 
Publication Scheme, designed to hold all 
the University’s core information, freely 
open to the public. 

If you still have questions, Mark is 
always available to provide advice 
or training on FOI-related queries.  
Contact him on foi@st-andrews.ac.uk 
or (01334) 461780. Guidance is also 
available at  www.st-andrews.ac.uk/
foi/ 

Stuck for Information?

● The request can be made by an 
individual or an organisation and does 
not have to be made by someone in 
Scotland. Information means all recorded 
information, such as documents on your 
computer, handwritten notes, voicemail 
messages, emails and videos. It does not 
matter how old the information is. 

● Requests must be in writing or in 
another permanent form. Requests 
must state the name and address of the 
applicant and describe what information 
is required. 

● There is no need to cite the Act or 
explain why information is being asked 
for.  

● All requests should be dealt with 
promptly and in any case within 20 
working days.

● You cannot ignore a request for any 
reason. If you don’t have the information 

but know who in the University does, 
you should forward the request to them 
immediately. If it’s in the publication 
scheme, direct them to that. Otherwise, 
contact Mark.

● If a request is ignored or not dealt with 
satisfactorily, the requester can ask the 
University to review how it handled the 
request. If not happy with the outcome 
of that review, the requester can lodge 
an appeal with the Scottish Information 
Commissioner, who may require the 
University to release the information.

● It is a criminal offence for anyone with 
the intention of preventing the disclosure 
of information to, for example, destroy 
or erase information after a request has 
been received. Such offences carry a fine 
of up to £5000.

● If an individual makes a request 
for information about him or herself, 
that request is regulated by the Data 

Protection Act 1988, and is not a Freedom 
of Information Request. Such requests 
should be referred to the Data Protection 
Co-ordinator (Alison Aiton, dataprot@st-
andrews.ac.uk, tel 01334 463528)

● We can refuse to provide information if 
we do not hold it or if it falls under any of 
the 17 categories of exempt information 
(which cover areas such as research data, 
confidentiality, health and safety and 
commercial interests.)  Contact Mark if 
you are unsure whether information is 
exempt or not.

FURTHER READING:
www.scotland.gov.uk/government/foi  
- Scottish Executive 
w w w. i t s p u b l i c k n o w l e d g e . i n f o  
- Scottish Information Commissioner  
w w w . s t - a n d r e w s . a c . u k / f o i /  
- University FOI site
www.st-andrews.ac.uk/dataprot/ 
 - University Data Protection site

‘Dummie’s Guide’ to FOI
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The University has acquired a painting 
inscribed ‘Mrs Dr Campbell’, dated 
1741, nearly 100 years after securing a 
portrait of her husband.

The subject is Christina Watson who was 
married, in 1723, to Reverend Archibald 
Campbell, minister of Larbert and, later, 
Professor of Divinity and Ecclesiastical 
History in St Mary’s College, St Andrews. 
A portrait of Professor Campbell already 
hangs in College Hall, St Mary’s.
 
If the portrait is original, it is over 150 
years older than any other female portrait 
in the University collection and, even if a 
later copy, is still our earliest portrait of a 
Professor’s wife.

Professor Ian Carradice, Head of the 
School of Art History said, “When the 
auction house selling the painting was 
contacted, to provide a condition report, 

the young man who phoned back (a St 
Andrews Art History graduate) was quite 
dismissive of the work. Terms such as 
‘dreadful condition’, ‘naïve style’ and even 
‘Cluedo portrait’ were used. 

I assured him that our interests in the 
work were not simply aesthetic; we were 
keen to investigate it because we thought 
we had its partner. 

When we discovered that the inscriptions 
on each portrait bore the same date 
(1741) there was no doubt that this was 
a ‘husband and wife’ pair. 

The auctioneer agreed that we must try to 
get it. The next day, the University Curator 
visited the auction room to inspect the 
work, and another day later, following her 
favourable report, a telephone bid secured 
the portrait, which is now safe with the 
University’s Museum Collections unit”.

Archibald Campbell was a  
Professor here from 1730 until his  
death in 1756 at the age of 64. He was a 
somewhat controversial scholar, whose 
published works regularly upset the 
Church.

The Dictionary of National Biography 
states that his wife was the daughter of an 
Edinburgh merchant and that the couple 
had twelve children. A hand-written 
label on the back of the newly acquired 
portrait adds that she died in 1771.

Professor Carradice continued –  
“It is hoped that further research may 
reveal more, both on Mrs Campbell’s life 
and on the history of both paintings. 
The portraits were clearly commissioned 
for the family and how they became 
separated is not known, but they are now 
‘home’ and the University is happy to 
reunite them”.

Reunited   A Professor and his wife have   
      been reunited in portrait form

Mr and Mrs 
Campbell
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Dundee University Press is offering three 
x £100 cash prizes for Three Best Book 
Ideas in the following categories:

1. Best Book Proposal

To enter, send your proposal comprising 
the title and a synopsis of a maximum of 
500 words of a book you would like to 
see written and published. Please state 
the audience to whom you believe the 
book should be addressed – for example, 
student, professional, academic etc.

2. Best Reprint Proposal

To enter, send the title, author and, 
if possible, the ISBN of a book you 
believe should be reprinted stating why 
(maximum 250 words) and the audience 
to whom you believe the book should 

Best Book Ideas 
be addressed – for example, student, 
professional, academic etc.  

3. Best Translation Proposal

To enter, send the title, author and, 
if possible, the ISBN of an important 
book you believe should be published 
in English translation stating why 
(maximum 500 words). Please state the 
audience to whom you believe the book 
should be addressed – for example, 
student, professional, academic etc.

All book proposals should be for non-
fiction and in the fields of history, 
art history, architecture, law and the 
professions, science or the public 
communication of science.

Deadline - 30 April 2005

ENTRY FORM 

DUNDEE UNIVERSITY PRESS LTD Best Book Ideas Competition

Name  . . . . 

Address  . . 

 . . . . . . . . . . 

Tel No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  e-mail  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Entry Category (please tick)

Best Book Proposal       Best Reprint Proposal   

Best Translation Proposal  

Please attach your entry and send to: 

Carol Pope

Best Book Ideas

Dundee University Press

University of Dundee

Dundee  DD1 2HN                  

or dup@dundee.ac.uk 

Culture
Club
University staff are being given the 
chance to form their very own ‘Culture 
Club’ for a day.

A forthcoming Staff Development 
event plans to open our minds to other 
cultures and religions and help us think 
about our own personal and professional 
development.

The ‘Cultural Diversity’ event on Monday 9 
May, which is open to all staff, will include 
food tasting, meditation and an insight into 
the main world religions and cultures.

The course will also examine the impact 
of moving from a familiar to an unfamiliar 
culture and identify support and coping 
mechanisms available within and outside 
the institution.

It’s hoped that the event will be followed 
by an evening viewing of a film set in 
another culture – perhaps a Bollywood, 
Japanese or European film – and wine 
tasting. 

The May event follows the success of 
the ‘Health and Wellbeing’ event last 
November when staff took part in exercise 
sessions, reflexology, a  ‘spiritual labyrinth 
pathway’ which occupied the whole of 
Lower College Hall followed by a healthy 
eating lunch.

The Staff Development office is keen to hear 
your suggestions on the day’s programme. 
Ideas and input should be sent to Catriona 
Wilson,  Staff Development Officer, College 
Gate – telephone (01334) 462558 or email 
cmw9@st-andrews.ac.uk

Staff interested in attending all 
or any of the sessions should  
look out for the finalised timetable 
on the Staff Development  
website - www.st-andrews.ac.uk/
hr/staff-development/ - or email  
staffdev@st-and.ac.uk
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By Claire Grainger
Press Officer

The first ‘graduates’ of an innovative 
Fife schools initiative will present their 
research projects to the University this 
month.

Thought to be the first of its kind in 
Scotland, the pilot project - Working 
Together To Improve – aims to raise 
Kirkcaldy High School pupils’ aspirations 
to enter higher education on leaving 
school.

The S3 pupils are then guaranteed direct 
entry to the University’s General degree, 
provided they meet the University’s 
admissions criteria.

The programme is targeted at the School’s 
top 14-15 year olds who are academically 
capable of coming to a university like St 
Andrews but who, for various reasons, 
would never normally have considered 
applying here. 

One of the most effective ways of getting 
young people to engage in higher 
education is to give them the opportunity 
to interact with students.   With this 
in mind, the University has employed 
students from relevant disciplines to act 
as 1:1 role models and mentors for the 
pupils.

Twenty-six pupils/students are currently 
taking part.

Pupils choose the subject they want to 
work on and, with the support of their 
student mentor, will complete a 3000 
word report and deliver a Powerpoint 
presentation to a panel comprising 
University staff and Kirkcaldy High School 
teachers as well as students and peers.  
Mentors and teachers provide support 
and advice but, ultimately, pupils are in 

Access All Areas

Student Alan Henderson helping Craig Wallace with his chemistry project,  
“The history of the periodic table”

control of the research, giving them an 
advance taste of the responsibility and 
freedom of university-style learning.

Research projects vary from ‘A study of 
life in Classical Rome’ and ‘How chemistry 
is used in everyday life’ to ‘Tornadoes and 
Hurricanes’ and ‘The Death of JFK’.

As well as being in regular email contact, 
pupils and their undergraduate mentors 
meet monthly in St Andrews, allowing 
the pupils to become familiar with the 
University environment in a relaxed, 
informal way.

Access Development Officer Sarah 
Morrison said, “This is a good opportunity 

for our students as well as the pupils, 
giving them experience of working with 
young people, tutoring and mentoring.

“Too often, the brightest pupils in secondary 
schools are not being being stretched 
enough by their curriculum and this 
initiative challenges them and gives them 
aspirations to pursue a university education 
and become the best they can be”.

It is hoped that the project will be 
repeated, and possibly extended, next 
year.

Further information available from 
Sarah on (01334) 462279 or email 
smm21@st-andrews.ac.uk
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“Under Strengths, you’ve just listed 
Accounts.  But Keith, that’s your job 
…” said David Brent of BBC series The 
Office as he struggles with a 1:1 review 
meeting.

The University is currently piloting a 
Review and Development Scheme in 
four Schools and eight Units.

David Corner, Deputy Principal, summed 
up the rationale for the pilot - “This pilot 
exercise was designed because the 
staff of several units asked for such a 
scheme to be formulated, the Framework 
Agreement’s statement with regard to 
training and career development requires 
the establishment of a mechanism of this 
kind, and the Principal’s Management 
Development Initiative has convinced 
me that the sort of interaction that this 

process will encourage is an essential 
element of good managerial practice.
The University has already had an appraisal 
scheme.  It died largely because it was 
overbureaucratic.  What we want to get 
from this pilot exercise is, therefore, your 
view as to how a future pan-University 
approach can avoid the mistakes of the 
past and be seen as a benefit, rather than 
a burden, by all members of staff.”

Sandy Wilkie and Lynn Neville (pictured 
below) from Staff Development are 
running a number of short training 
sessions for the staff who are 
participating in the pilot, concentrating 
on the key skills such as preparing for 
a review meeting, giving and receiving 
feedback and setting objectives.  The 
scheme materials consist of a form which 
asks eight questions on Review and 

Development, accompanied by notes 
of guidance which outline the roles and 
responsibilities of those involved.  The 
questionnaire and the training sessions 
have been designed with the aim of 
encouraging constructive conversations 
between Reviewers and Reviewees.  
Participants on the training sessions have 
even been shown clips from The Office to 
illustrate how NOT to approach a Review 
and Development meeting!

The first Review and Development 
meetings will take place between March 
and May this year, cascading from senior 
managers into pilot areas, with further 
meetings being held in January/February 
2006.  Evaluation of the pilot will take 
place on an interim basis in August/
September 2005, and a final evaluation is 
scheduled for March/April 2006.  

Review and Development  
Pilot Launched
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Back Cover photograph of St Andrews from the West Sands was taken by Stan Farrow on 14 January. Stan was on his way to 
work when he decided that the early morning light was so spectacular that he should delay his arrival for a few minutes to 
take this photograph. He missed his early cup of coffee, but thinks the result was worth it. More of Stan’s photogrpahs are 

on show in St Andrews Public Library until 9 April. They are also on the web at http://landscapeandlight.tripod.com

Guess where?

Fireplace, College Hall, St Mary’s Quad. Light, Old Union Coffee Bar. Silver wall, Students Association. 

David Russell Hall. Staircase, The Gateway. Map wall, Gatty Marine Laboratory entrance.

Samurai sculpture, School of Art History 
grounds.

Litho printing press, Print Unit 
(with Alex Reid, Print Manager).

Light fitting, Younger Hall.

Answers

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9






